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Super series are a set of workbooks to accompany the flexible learning programme specifically
designed and developed by the Institute of Leadership & Management (ILM) to support their
Level 3 Certificate in First Line Management. The learning content is also closely aligned to the
Level 3 S/NVQ in Management. The series consists of 34 workbooks. Each book will map on
to a course unit (34 books/units).
The complex relationships between alcohol use and human health represent an area of
increasing interest to specialists interested in preventive cardiology. The inverse relationship
between alcohol consumption and the incidence of cardiovascular diseases, especially
myocardial infarction and ischemic stroke, has in fact gained sound scientific support in recent
years. This book, based in an international symposium on the topic held in Venice, October
30-31, 1999, analyzes in depth the epidemiological association between alcohol consumption
and human diseases and discusses the possible mechanisms involved in alcohol-associated
protection from atherosclerotic diseases. The oxidative effects of different amounts of alcohol
intake and of various alcoholic beverages in the production of these effects - subjects of
considerable debate - are also analyzed. This book will be of interest to clinicians and
researchers active in the areas of atherosclerosis, public health, preventive medicine, and
preventive cardiology. It is intended to specifically help practising clinicians provide their
patients with evidence-based answers to the most commonly asked questions regarding
alcohol use.
Information disciplines are changing from their historical grounding in computing, management
information systems and library sciences towards a mainstream assimilation within other
disciplines including accounting, marketing, law, the physical sciences and media studies (to
name a few). In light of this, new disciplines such as health informatics, art informatics, and
bioinformatics, along with specialised subareas such as knowledge management are
emerging. These and many other applications of informatics in traditional disciplines are
becoming more important as IT/IS becomes fully mainstreamed. This book is also a response
to developments in IT/IS curricula in Australia and internationally. All universities offer an
Information Systems programme and IS, already normal both in business schools and in IT
schools, is widely repositioning as servicing applied informatics fields. A number of emerging
courses in the informatics and Knowledge Management area could potentially adopt a book
such as this (these numbers are predicted to rise). Universities including Griffith, Murdoch,
Monash, Sydney, Canberra, Flinders, NTU, CQU, UWA, Latrobe, Ballarat and the University of
Wollongong all now conduct bachelors and/or masters courses in Informatics, or full degrees,
particularly in Business Informatics and Health Informatics but also in Arts and Science
subjects. Other universities have created separate faculties for Informatics subjects for
example CQU has a faculty of Informatics and Communication, and Wollongong has a faculty
of Informatics, and these host a range of the cognate subjects in informatics such as
information systems and computing science.
Now updated to cover the latest assembler versions, with more code than ever, this bestselling
classic is for every programmer who wants to build complete, full-scale assembly language
programs. Includes disk containing complete chapter examples and full-fledged diskpatch
program.
Thinking Low-Level, Writing High-Level, the second volume in the landmark Write
Great Code series by Randall Hyde, covers high-level programming languages
(such as Swift and Java) as well as code generation on 64-bit CPUsARM, the
Java Virtual Machine, and the Microsoft Common Runtime. Today's programming
languages offer productivity and portability, but also make it easy to write sloppy
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code that isn't optimized for a compiler. Thinking Low-Level, Writing High-Level
will teach you to craft source code that results in good machine code once it's run
through a compiler. You'll learn: • How to analyze the output of a compiler to
verify that your code generates good machine code • The types of machine code
statements that compilers generate for common control structures, so you can
choose the best statements when writing HLL code • Enough assembly language
to read compiler output • How compilers convert various constant and variable
objects into machine data With an understanding of how compilers work, you'll be
able to write source code that they can translate into elegant machine code.
NEW TO THIS EDITION, COVERAGE OF: • Programming languages like Swift
and Java • Code generation on modern 64-bit CPUs • ARM processors on
mobile phones and tablets • Stack-based architectures like the Java Virtual
Machine • Modern language systems like the Microsoft Common Language
Runtime
A new advanced textbook/reference providing a comprehensive survey of
hardware and software architectural principles and methods of computer systems
organization and design. The book is suitable for a first course in computer
organization. The style is similar to that of the author's book on assembly
language in that it strongly supports self-study by students. This organization
facilitates compressed presentation of material. Emphasis is also placed on
related concepts to practical designs/chips. Topics: material presentation suitable
for self- study; concepts related to practical designs and implementations;
extensive examples and figures; details provided on several digital logic
simulation packages; free MASM download instructions provided; and end-of-
chapter exercises.
This book explores all of the new features including improved data types support,
enhanced macro capabilities, single-pass operation, and a low-level optimizer.
Also, any programmer using BASIC, C, FORTRAN will now be able to move their
programs easily into the DOS environment with the excellent tutorial and
reference material.
The fundamentals and implementation of digital electronics are essential to
understanding the design and working of consumer/industrial electronics,
communications, embedded systems, computers, security and military
equipment. Devices used in applications such as these are constantly decreasing
in size and employing more complex technology. It is therefore essential for
engineers and students to understand the fundamentals, implementation and
application principles of digital electronics, devices and integrated circuits. This is
so that they can use the most appropriate and effective technique to suit their
technical need. This book provides practical and comprehensive coverage of
digital electronics, bringing together information on fundamental theory,
operational aspects and potential applications. With worked problems, examples,
and review questions for each chapter, Digital Electronics includes: information
on number systems, binary codes, digital arithmetic, logic gates and families, and
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Boolean algebra; an in-depth look at multiplexers, de-multiplexers, devices for
arithmetic operations, flip-flops and related devices, counters and registers, and
data conversion circuits; up-to-date coverage of recent application fields, such as
programmable logic devices, microprocessors, microcontrollers, digital
troubleshooting and digital instrumentation. A comprehensive, must-read book on
digital electronics for senior undergraduate and graduate students of electrical,
electronics and computer engineering, and a valuable reference book for
professionals and researchers.
To describe the flow of industrial fluids, the technical literature generally takes either a highly
theoretical, specialized approach that can make extracting practical information difficult, or
highly practical one that is too simplified and focused on equipment to impart a thorough
understanding. Flow of Industrial Fluids: Theory and Equations takes a novel approach that
bridges the gap between theory and practice. In a uniquely structured series of chapters and
appendices, it presents the basic theory and equations of fluid flow in a logical, common-sense
manner with just the right amount of detail and discussion. Detailed derivations and
explanations are relegated to chapter-specific appendices, making both aspects easier to
access. The treatment is further organized to address incompressible flow before compressible
flow, allowing the more complex theory and associated equations to build on the less complex.
The measurement and control of fluid flow requires a firm understanding of flow phenomena.
Engineer or technician, student or professional, if you have to deal with industrial flow
processes, pumps, turbines, ejectors, or piping systems, you will find that Flow of Industrial
Fluids effectively links theory to practice and builds the kind of insight you need to solve real-
world problems.
This text presents contemporary analytical techniques for the determination of heavy metals in
air particles, water, soil and biological samples. It details experimental studies to reduce the
occurance of disease, remediate contaminated sites and establish acceptable range of oral
intakes (AROI) guidelines.
Contents - Basic Principles of Sound; Fundamentals of Acoustics; Analogous Circuits of
Acoustical Systems; Analogous Circuits of Mechanical Systerns; Microphones; Moving-Coil
Loudspeakers; Closed-Box Loudspeaker Systems; Vented-Box Loudspeaker Systems; Ac
The main purpose of this book is to describe the variety of drinking occasions that exist around
the world, primarily in modern, industrialized countries. As such, it celebrates the diversity of
normal drinking behavior and illustrates a wide range of beneficial drinking patterns. Attention
is also paid to the relations between drink and culture that prevail in non-Western societies and
in developing countries. The aims of the book are twofold: to deal directly with the challenge of
how to define responsible drinking in the face of the world's many different drinking styles, and
to portray the many ways in which people have thought about or used alcohol as an integral
part of their culture
Today's programmers are often narrowly trained because the industry moves too fast.
That's where Write Great Code, Volume 1: Understanding the Machine comes in. This,
the first of four volumes by author Randall Hyde, teaches important concepts of
machine organization in a language-independent fashion, giving programmers what
they need to know to write great code in any language, without the usual overhead of
learning assembly language to master this topic. A solid foundation in software
engineering, The Write Great Code series will help programmers make wiser choices
with respect to programming statements and data types when writing software.
Design with MicrocontrollersMcGraw-Hill CollegeWrite Great Code, Volume
1Understanding the MachineNo Starch Press
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Technology is constantly changing. New microcontrollers become available every year
and old ones become redundant. The one thing that has stayed the same is the C
programming language used to program these microcontrollers. If you would like to
learn this standard language to program microcontrollers, then this book is for you!
ARM microcontrollers are available from a large number of manufacturers. They are
32-bit microcontrollers and usually contain a decent amount of memory and a large
number of on-chip peripherals. Although this book concentrates on ARM
microcontrollers from Atmel, the C programming language applies equally to other
manufacturers ARMs as well as other microcontrollers. The book features: Use only
free or open source software; Learn how to download, set up and use free C
programming tools; Start learning the C language to write simple PC programs before
tackling embedded programming -- no need to buy an embedded system right away!;
Start learning to program from the very first chapter with simple programs and slowly
build from there; No programming experience is necessary!; Learn by doing -- type and
run the example programs and exercises; Sample programs and exercises can be
downloaded from the Internet; A fun way to learn the C programming language; Ideal
for electronic hobbyists, students and engineers wanting to learn the C programming
language in an embedded environment on ARM microcontrollers.
Microcontrollers are present in many new and existing electronic products, and the PIC
microcontroller is a leading processor in the embedded applications market. Students
and development engineers need to be able to design new products using
microcontrollers, and this book explains from first principles how to use the universal
development language C to create new PIC based systems, as well as the associated
hardware interfacing principles. The book includes many source code listings, circuit
schematics and hardware block diagrams. It describes the internal hardware of 8-bit
PIC microcontroller, outlines the development systems available to write and test C
programs, and shows how to use CCS C to create PIC firmware. In addition, simple
interfacing principles are explained, a demonstration program for the PIC mechatronics
development board provided and some typical applications outlined. *Focuses on the C
programming language which is by far the most popular for microcontrollers (MCUs)
*Features Proteus VSMg the most complete microcontroller simulator on the market,
along with CCS PCM C compiler, both are highly compatible with Microchip tools
*Extensive downloadable content including fully worked examples
Microcontrollers exist in a wide variety of models with varying structures and numerous
application opportunities. Despite this diversity, it is possible to find consistencies in the
architecture of most microcontrollers. Microcontrollers: Fundamentals and Applications
with PIC focuses on these common elements to describe the fundamentals of
microcontroller design and programming. Using clear, concise language and a top-
bottom approach, the book describes the parts that make up a microcontroller, how
they work, and how they interact with each other. It also explains how to program
medium-end PICs using assembler language. Examines analog as well as digital
signals This volume describes the structure and resources of general microcontrollers
as well as PIC microcontrollers, with a special focus on medium-end devices. The
authors discuss memory organization and structure, and the assembler language used
for programming medium-end PIC microcontrollers. They also explore how
microcontrollers can acquire, process, and generate digital signals, explaining available
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techniques to deal with parallel input or output, peripherals, resources for real-time use,
interrupts, and the specific characteristics of serial data interfaces in PIC
microcontrollers. Finally, the book describes the acquisition and generation of analog
signals either using resources inside the chip or by connecting peripheral circuits.
Provides hands-on clarification Using practical examples and applications to
supplement each topic, this volume provides the tools to thoroughly grasp the
architecture and programming of microcontrollers. It avoids overly specific details so
readers are quickly led toward design implementation. After mastering the material in
this text, they will understand how to efficiently use PIC microcontrollers in a design
process.
Interfacing with C is about interfacing personal computers using C. Anyone who is
interested in ports, transducer interfacing, analog to digital conversion, convolution,
filters or digital/analog conversion will benefit from reading Interfacing with C. Students
will also find this a practical introduction to real-time programming with a generous
collection of tried and tested programs. The pace of the book is such that the reader is
encouraged to run the programs and experiment with C. The principles precede the
applications in most cases in an attempt to provide genuine understanding and
encourage further development. Readers will gain much from the hands-on experience
the authors' approach provides, an approach designed to enable readers to climb steep
learning curves with the minimum amount of assistance. The many programs included
in the text provide the essential hands-on experience. Some of the programs inevitably
become rather lengthy, so the source code used is available as a free download from
the Newnes website. The aim of the book, however, is to give the reader enough
confidence to rewrite and improve these programs. In the second edition Mike James
has thoroughly updated all aspects relating to software, operating systems and
graphical interfaces. He has also increased the scope of the book to include current
forms of C++. Material on data acquisition has been thoroughly updated and the section
on peripherals increased. A disk containing the source code for the listings in the book
is available from 'Electronics World' magazine, tel. 020 8722 6054. A practical and
painless way of becoming an expert C programmer New edition also covers C++ and
the Windows environment Get up to speed with the essential maths needed for C
without having to buy a university maths text!
In 1992 we initiated a research project on large scale distributed computing systems
(LSDCS). It was a collaborative project involving research institutes and universities in
Bologna, Grenoble, Lausanne, Lisbon, Rennes, Rocquencourt, Newcastle, and Twente.
The World Wide Web had recently been developed at CERN, but its use was not yet as
common place as it is today and graphical browsers had yet to be developed. It was
clear to us (and to just about everyone else) that LSDCS comprising several thousands
to millions of individual computer systems (nodes) would be coming into existence as a
consequence both of technological advances and the demands placed by applications.
We were excited about the problems of building large distributed systems, and felt that
serious rethinking of many of the existing computational paradigms, algorithms, and
structuring principles for distributed computing was called for. In our research proposal,
we summarized the problem domain as follows: “We expect LSDCS to exhibit great
diversity of node and communications capability. Nodes will range from (mobile) laptop
computers, workstations to supercomputers. Whereas mobile computers may well have
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unreliable, low bandwidth communications to the rest of the system, other parts of the
system may well possess high bandwidth communications capability. To appreciate the
problems posed by the sheer scale of a system comprising thousands of nodes, we
observe that such systems will be rarely functioning in their entirety.
Debian GNU/Linux, a very popular non-commercial Linux distribution, is known for its
reliability and richness. Built and maintained by an impressive network of thousands of
developers throughout the world, the Debian project is cemented by its social contract.
This foundation text defines the project's objective: fulfilling the needs of users with a
100% free operating system. The success of Debian and of its ecosystem of derivative
distributions (with Ubuntu at the forefront) means that an increasing number of
administrators are exposed to Debian's technologies. This Debian Administrator's
Handbook, which has been entirely updated for Debian 8 “Jessie”, builds on the
success of its 6 previous editions. Accessible to all, this book teaches the essentials to
anyone who wants to become an effective and independent Debian GNU/Linux
administrator. It covers all the topics that a competent Linux administrator should
master, from installation to updating the system, creating packages and compiling the
kernel, but also monitoring, backup and migration, without forgetting advanced topics
such as setting up SELinux or AppArmor to secure services, automated installations, or
virtualization with Xen, KVM or LXC. This book is not only designed for professional
system administrators. Anyone who uses Debian or Ubuntu on their own computer is
de facto an administrator and will find tremendous value in knowing more about how
their system works. Being able to understand and resolve problems will save you
invaluable time. Learn more about the book on its official website: debian-
handbook.info
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